
Annuities: the Good, the Bad, and the Ugly

According to the Insured Retirement Institute, annuity sales in
2013 accounted for $220.9 billion, a very large number
indeed! Annuities are hard to ignore. They are advertised and
sold heavily by many in the insurance and advisory business.
You may already own one, or you may be considering the
purchase of one, but how much do you really understand
about this product? Annuities serve a very specific purpose,
but understanding the benefits you will receive, the limitations
they impose, and the fees you pay are key to ensuring an
appropriate purchase.

Annuities are an insurance product, and as such serve to transfer risk from one party to another.
Most annuities are sold by some of the highest commissions in the industry, making them
susceptible to unscrupulous sales practices. If you are offered an annuity by someone who has
not adequately investigated your financial situation, you should be cautious.

While there are many reasons investors ultimately buy annuities, there are two main
considerations you should keep forefront in your decision making process: 
1. Are you seeking tax-deferral of your investments and have contributed the maximum amount to
your retirement accounts? 
2. Are you are concerned about outliving your assets and want a stream of income guaranteed to
last as long as you do? 
There are other benefits to be sure, but at least one of these questions should be relevant for you
to move forward in your consideration of an annuity.

There are various types of annuities, and all annuities should be considered unique regarding the
benefits offered and the limitations you should expect. NEVER purchase an annuity without a
clear understanding of the benefits, penalties, and fees of the specific annuity you are
considering. Request a copy of the prospectus and thoroughly read it before making your
purchase.

An annuity can be purchased that provides you with an immediate stream of income, or one that
will promise to pay you at some point in the future. Furthermore, annuities can be purchased with
fixed account values and income streams, or with variable account values and income streams.
Because these variable annuities are the most difficult to understand, and the most subject to
predatory sales practices, I will focus the remainder of this newsletter on these types of products.

Variable annuities have account values and death benefit amounts that vary based on the
underlying investments. You purchase an annuity with your down payment. You may choose to



make one payment or to add to your annuity over time, assuming the contract allows for
continuing purchases. In return for your premium payments, the annuity company guarantees
certain benefits to you. The most common of these benefits (the good!), are:

1. Guaranteed income payments: guarantees you income payments for a specific period of time,
the most beneficial being your lifetime. This guarantees the payments cannot run out, even if your
account value falls to zero. Taking an income payment for a finite period or time, such as 10 or 20
years, may prove disastrous if you outlive that period.
2. Death benefit: generally the greater of your premium payments or the account value upon your
death. This guarantees that your death benefit cannot fall below the amount you invested due to
poor investment return.
3. The ability to invest: variable annuities come with subaccounts that allow you to invest in stock
and bond funds so you have the potential to increase your investment return, and hence your
account value. Some annuities guarantee you the greater of a stated minimum annual return, or
your investment return.

Due to the fee structure of annuities, they should be viewed as long-term investments and never
be used to satisfy funding of short-term goals. All benefits will cost you a fee, so be sure to
evaluate the benefits offered, the cost to have that benefit, and whether you can purchase it
elsewhere for less cost. The typical fees of annuities (the bad!) consist of: 
• Surrender fees: generally last 6 – 8 years; serves to compensate the insurance company for the
commission they paid to the advisor who sold you the annuity. Most annuities will allow you to
withdrawal a percentage of your account each year penalty free, generally 10% - 15% for each
year you have had the annuity; the rest will be subject to a high surrender penalty. (Note: You
don’t actually pay the commission out of your account up front, but the surrender period gives the
insurance company assurance that they will earn this fee back before you transfer your funds out.)
• Mortality and expense risk charge : pays for the guarantees on your death benefit and account
values. 
• Administrative fees: generally a flat fee charged annually to administer your policy. 
• Underlying subaccount fund expenses. 
• Expenses for optional additional contract features: any additional benefit you purchase will
come with a fee, so be sure to know what they are. 
All charges for any annuity being considered will be listed in the annuity prospectus (an exception
to this is the commission paid to the advisor who sells the policy). Although onerous to read, it is
better to know the fees before you make the decision to purchase, rather than after a purchase
you regret (the ugly!). There will be a look back period on your annuity (generally around 10 days)
after you purchase it in which you can terminate the policy without having to pay surrender
charges.

Things you need to ask before considering an annuity:

1. What will the funds invested in this annuity ultimately be used for?
2. Do you plan on keeping the funds in this annuity long enough that you will not be penalized by
the surrender period?
3. Are you purchasing the annuity in any type of retirement plan or IRA?
4. Do you fully understand the features of this annuity?
5. Have you read the entire contract?
6. Do you understand what will cause the account value to increase and decrease, and how these
changes will affect you?
7. Do you understand all the fees and who gets paid for what?
8. Are you paying additional fees for contract features you don’t need or you could purchase
elsewhere for cheaper?



9. Do you fully understand how distributions from the annuity will be taxed?
10. If you are doing a 1035 exchange, are you certain the benefits you are considering will
outweigh the cost, and the addition of a new surrender period?

One last item:  Taxes, everybody’s favorite topic! Annuities convert funds that would normally be
taxed at the more beneficial capital gains tax rates to ordinary income tax rates. How that will
effect you depends on your individual situation, so make sure you understand the difference and if
this will be beneficial to you, or cost you more in the end.
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